Reliability of EGFR and KRAS mutation analysis on fine-needle aspiration washing in non-small cell lung cancer.
Molecular profiling of advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) has become essential for predicting customized medical treatment decision. In light of recent advances in non-invasive diagnostic procedures in NSCLC, we aimed to demonstrate the reliability of assessing molecular tests for epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and KRAS genes on cytological samples by comparing the molecular profile obtained on cells from scraped smears with that on paired needle washing in a series of NSCLC cases. Thirty-two cytological specimens obtained by fine-needle aspiration biopsy procedures from primary or metastatic lesions of NSCLCs were Giemsa stained for a rapid on-site evaluation and, in case of an adequate sampling, the cellular material obtained from needle washing was collected into a saline solution. Scraped smears and needle washings were tested for EGFR and KRAS by polymerase chain reaction followed by direct sequencing. The concordance between EGFR and KRAS mutational status in 29 paired scraped smears and needle washing was 100%, with 7 paired samples showing the same EGFR mutation (4 L858R mutation, 2 E746_A750 deletion and 1 A767_V769 duplication) and 8 paired samples showing the same KRAS mutations (4 G12D, 1 G12A, 1 G12V and 2 G12C). Three scraped smears, uninformative for poor DNA quality, resulted EGFR mutated on paired needle washings. Needle washing obtained in the course of NSCLC non-invasive fine needle diagnostic procedures allows reliable mutation testing and can be regarded as an additional important source of biological material for molecular profiling of advanced NSCLC.